User Manual – Measurement circuit

1) Goals: to quantify the amount of energy consumed by a computing device while processing a specific
part of a program.
2) General operation: To achieve the proposed goal, we built an electric circuit to enable or disable the
energy measurement by means of a signal fired from within the software under analysis. This signal sets
the output port of a microcontroller (in this project, the Jetson TK1 board) to high or low level, enabling or
disabling energy measurement. The low logic level (0 – 0 voltz output) must be sent to the output port to
start energy measurement. The high logic level (1 – 1,8 voltz output) stops it. While measurement is
enabled, the power meter (device that does the measurement) captures voltage samples in real time. To
process the output of the power measure, we use a program called CMeasure. CMeasure reads the
power produced at each sample and generates a text file containing two vectors: the time vector
(seconds) and the amplitude vector (watts). From these vectors, an integral is computed to indicate
numerically the energy consumed by the device, in joules.
3) Send a signal in a GPIO Jetson TK1 port: According to http://elinux.org/Jetson/GPIO there are lots of
ports that can be used as GPIO. In this project, we have used the gpio165 port, which corresponds to the
pin 55 into the J3A2 group (see Figure 1).
- To send the signal, first the GPIO port must be enabled. Then this port must be defined as output and,
finally, its logic level must be defined. In Linux, these procedures are performed by the following
commands:
echo 165 > /sys/class/gpio/export
echo out > /sys/class/gpio/gpio165/direction
echo 1 > /sys/class/gpio/gpio165/value
The first line enables the gpio165 port to be used; the second line defines the same port as output; and
the third line defines the port logic level as high.
Note: the library used in this project was implemented in C++. Thus the commands above must be written
as C++ functions. Such functions are invoked from within the target program, i.e., the program that must
be analyzed. To know more about this C++ API, see
https://android.googlesource.com/kernel/tegra/+/android-tegra3-grouper-3.1-kitkatmr1/Documentation/gpio.txt. An example of code is seen below:
Function that activates GPIO
int gpioSetValue (unsigned int gpio, unsigned int value) {
int fileDescriptor;
char commandBuffer[64];
snprintf(commandBuffer, sizeof(commandBuffer),
"/sys/class/gpio/gpio%d/value", gpio);
fileDescriptor = open(commandBuffer, 01);
if (fileDescriptor < 0) {
char errorBuffer[128] ;
snprintf(errorBuffer,sizeof(errorBuffer),
"gpioSetValue unable to open gpio%d",gpio) ;
perror(errorBuffer);
return fileDescriptor;
}

Code that we want to analyze
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
// Do something without measuring energy
// We are not measuring energy consumption
// in foo().
foo();
// Start measuring energy:
gpioSetValue(165, 1);
// Do something measuring energy, e.g.:
// Measure the energy consumed by bar();
bar();

if (value && write(fileDescriptor, "1", 2) != 2) {
perror("gpioSetValue");
return fileDescriptor;
} else if (write(fileDescriptor, "0", 2) != 2) {
perror("gpioSetValue");
return fileDescriptor;
}
close(fileDescriptor);
return 0;
}

Figure 1: The Jetson TK1 ports

// Stop measuring energy.
gpioSetValue(165, 0);
// Function baz() runs without energy
// measurment
baz();
return 0;
}

4) The electrical circuit: The electrical circuit chart can be viewed in the Figure 2.

Figure 2: High level view of the circuit used to measure energy

- As the figure shows, the components used to assemble the circuit are: 01 resistor 0,1Ω and 5W, 01
resistor 4,7KΩ and 0.25W, 01 transistor BC547, 01 relay 5V, 01 flyback diode, 04 bornes Metaltex, 01
Jack J4 with borne, 01 plug P4 with borne, and besides, 01 phenolite board, electronic welding, welding
tin and liquid iron perchlorate (to print the circuit). The printed circuit appears in Figure 3. This figure
shows where each connector port must be linked in the printed circuit.

Figure 3: Printed Circuit

- In a protoboard, the construction must be made based in the diagram of Figure 2: 0VDC-SUPPLY and
BOARD_0V must be linked to each other; 12VDC-SUPPPLY must be linked to one edge of the 0,1Ω
resistor, which connects, on its other edge, to 12VDC-BOARD; the POWER_METER1 and the normally
open (NO) relay contact must be connected to 12VDC-SUPPLY; the normally close (NC) relay contact
must be connected to 12VDC-BOARD; 5V (J3A1, pin 1) must be supplied to the relay coil and to the
flyback diode cathod; the flyback diode anodo must be linked to the other edge of the relay coil and, in
this same point, the transistor collector must be linked too. The transistor must be linked to a GND port in
the board (J3A1 pin 2, for example); the 4,7KΩ resistor must be linked to the transistor base and to the
GPIO port used (J3A2, pin 55). This design is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 outlines a complete view of

this setup.

Figure 4: Protoboard-based circuit

Figure 5: Setup with the protobard-based design.

